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Mission Statement:
Identify new approaches and
tools to address equity issues
for at-risk communities
during the transition to a
clean economy
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Overview
•

Today’s webinar will present findings from the second phase of research on equity
considerations in traditional utility IRP processes

•

Findings of the first phase of research were presented on Feb. 17th, 2022 and can be found on
the ECEE microsite under research tab at Regulatory & Policy
o Provided an overview of a typical IRP process
o Identified improvement opportunities and concerns cited related to equity
o HOME | ECEE Collaborative

•

Goal of second phase was to build on the earlier research by reviewing recent IRP filings
o Identify themes consistent across filings related to equity
o Compare findings to improvement opportunities and concerns raised in Phase 1
o Highlight examples which others may want to review and consider
o Offer practical suggestions for incorporating equity in future filings
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Scope
Reviewed 26 integrated resource plan filings from 2019 - 2022;
over 6,300 pages; 29 states fully or partially covered
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NOTE: 4 of the 26 filings reviewed were not full plans, but rather executive summaries or overview documents. Average of 39 pages versus an average of 282 pages for full IRP plans.
.
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List of IRP filings reviewed
Utility

States

Ameren Missouri
Appalachia Power
Company

MO

Arizona Public Service

AZ

Avista

WA, ID, MN,WY

Black Hills Energy

CO, MT, SD, WY

CLECO

LA

CMS

MI

State of Connecticut

CT

Dominion SC

SC

DTE Energy

MI

Duke Carolinas

NC, SC

Duke Indiana

IN

Entergy Louisiana

LA

VA, WV, TN

# of Electric Customers
1,200,000
1,000,000
2,700,000
420,054
217,462
291,398
1,870,123
3,605,944
753,000
2,200,000
2,700,000
860,000
1,100,000

Utility

States

Year of IRP

pages

2020

13*

Evergy

MO, KS

2019

11*

Georgia Power

GA

2020

555

2021

317

Idaho Power Company ID, OR
Indiana Michigan Power
Company
IN, MI

2021

167

Memphis Light and Gas TN

2019

126

Minnesota Power

2021

585

Nevada Power

2021

207

NV
MI, WI, MN,
Northern States Power SD, ND

2021

190

Pacific Gas & Electric

2019

648

2020

406

2019

198

Pacificorp
Public Service Company
of Colorado
CO
Tennessee Valley
TN, AL, GA, KY,
Authority
MS,NC, VA

2019

154

Tucson Electric Power

MN

CA
OR, WA, CA,
UT, ID, WY

AZ

# of Electric Customers
1,636,377
2,296,077
600,000
600,946
431,000
145,000
1,362,549
1,576,346
5,500,000
2,000,000
1,314,481
10,000,000
433,000

Year of IRP

pages

2021

18*

2019

154

2022

214

2022

326

2020

130

2021

80

2021

56

2020

156

2020

125

2021

844

2021

73*

2019

290

2020

284

NOTE: Customer counts and state coverage sourced from IRP documents, utility website, or www.findenergy.com. The four IRPs with an asterisk by the page count were not full
plans but executive summaries or overview documents.
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Review process
•

Read executive summaries / overview sections

•

Identified stated IRP objectives or goals

•

Conducted a targeted word search looking for equity related words and phrases

•

Scrolled through rest of document looking for and reading sections that might be
pertinent to equity considerations, e.g., chapter on stakeholder processes
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Findings related to IRP objectives
Goals or Objectives Cited in 26 Recent IRP Filings
secure benefits of competition
upgrade grid
optimize siting of generation; specific siting goals
technology and/or innovation
achieve a balance of goals
safe
customer satifaction; customer focused
regulatory mandates or requirements
economic development

6 out of 26, or 23%

equity; community impact
rate stability
clean energy; renewables; energy efficiency; distributed generation
energy independence; diversity of resources; flexibility
meet capacity / energy needs; consider market conditions
minimize risks
protect environment; meet environmental goals/mandates; decarbonize; sustainability
reliability; resiliency
affordable; low or reasonable cost
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From Phase 1 Research:

Equity attributes generally not included in PUC mandates
Attribute Included in PUC Mandate
(percentage of states)

Climate
Clean Energy
General Environment
Economic Equity
Environmental Justice
Antiracism
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Program Directive

Source: R. Klee & S. Baldinger (2021); Yale Center for Business and the Environment, commissioned by the Institute for Market Transformation; PUC Mandate Database. Chart data
reflects explicit mandates plus directives to create a specific program related to that value
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Word search methodology
•

Conducted a targeted word search looking for equity related
words and phrases:
o Began with an initial list of words, but also looked for
permutations
o Tabulated results: no mention, mentioned, discussed

Initial list in bold; permutations unbold
Low Income – also financially distressed
Equity – also equitable, inequity, inequitable
Justice – also just, just transition
Inclusive – also inclusion

•

EXAMPLE: One IRP filing included the following statement in
its executive summary:
“Simply put, we need to advance substantial emission
reductions while maintaining reliability and affordability
and advancing equitable access to clean energy.”

Disadvantaged – also vulnerable, highly impacted, under
served, distressed, at-risk

But included no further mention or discussion of equity or
equitable access to clean energy elsewhere in the document.
This counted as a “MENTION” in the word search tabulation

Poverty – also poor, struggling

Energy Burden
Minority – also race, racial, BIPOC, communities of color
Subsidy – also cost shift, cross subsidization

Fair
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Word search findings
Of the 26 filings reviewed:
•

Three filings did not mention any of the equity word search phrases (12%)

•

Eight filings included only a single mention of one of the equity word search phrases (31%)

•

Seven filings mentioned more than one of the equity word search phrases but did not include
any meaningful discussion on any of them (27%)

•

Four filings had some discussion of at least one equity topic, with mentions of other equity
word search phrases (15%)

•

Four filings included multiple discussions of various equity topics, with some being quite indepth: Avista, State of Connecticut, Pacificorp, and PG&E (15%)
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No mention Mentioned

Discussed

Low income

38%

42%

19%

Justice

62%

27%

12%

Equity

62%

23%

15%

Inclusive

77%

15%

8%

Disadvantaged

77%

8%

15%

Energy burden

81%

15%

4%

Minority

81%

19%

0%

Subsidy

81%

19%

0%

Poverty

92%

4%

4%

Fair

96%

4%

0%

Word search
findings, cont’d
•

Sorted based on sum of “mentioned”
and “discussed”

•

A majority discussed low-income
programs to some degree, primarily
related to energy efficiency

•

Minimal discussion of customer issues
beyond affordability and reliability

•

Even IRPs that sought and published
customer comments did not often
mention equity issues
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From Phase 1 Research:

Common equity concerns cited
by stakeholders
•

Lack of equity considerations when assessing potential
IRP solutions, resulting in insufficient
o Procedural justice
o Distributional justice

•

Inherent biases which may impact IRP processes and
outcomes

•

Assumptions which may impede the transition to clean
energy and other innovations

© 2021 DEFG LLC
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General themes and insights
•

Highly complex documents that focus on modeling and highly technical issues; average
hundreds of pages with lots of industry jargon, numbers, charts, and legal / regulatory issues

•

Lots of discussion about the transition to clean energy. Momentum is clear
o Many plans included clean energy or sustainability goals and proposed significant
increases in renewable energy, energy efficiency, distributed generation, storage, EVs, etc.
o Blatant bias against these cleaner resources was not obvious from this high-level review
(recognizing that modeling details and assumptions might reveal something different)
o Little to no discussion about equity issues or participation barriers for at-risk or vulnerable
customers related to the programs associated with these resources

•

Very little discussion about environmental justice or energy justice, except for a few references
to just transition plans for workers and communities impacted by retiring coal plants

•

Room for significant improvement in stakeholder engagement processes
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From Phase 1 Research:

Proposed IRP improvements included a range of utilitydriven, stakeholder-driven, or jointly pursued actions
TODAY’S FOCUS

Utility IRP improvement opportunities
(voluntarily or via regulatory / legislative directive)

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Education
Stakeholder engagement mandates / initiatives
Stakeholder advisory groups
Collaboration and settlements
Community benefits programs
Explicit equity goals and objectives
Increased transparency
New analytics, including equity screening tools
Utility workforce initiatives
Intervenor and community engagement funding

Stakeholder opportunities

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Education and Advocacy
Stakeholder engagement initiatives
Stakeholder advisory groups
Collaboration and settlements
Community benefits programs
Regulatory and media engagement
Advocate partnering
Leadership capability development
Recommended reading: Integrated-Resource-Plan-SupportPackage.pdf (cityrenewables.org) and Participating in Power:
How to Read and Respond to Integrated Resource Plans (imt.org)
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Opportunities to improve stakeholder education,
engagement, and empowerment
•

Need at least three aspects of education:
o outline the basic process and the benefits of engaging
o help people understand what is being proposed

o build stakeholder capability to effectively participate in and influence

the modeling and the formal regulatory process

•

Have ongoing engagement, versus holding just a few “events”

•

Consider advisory groups

•

Seek true community engagement to avoid the process being dominated by
special interests

•

Tap community organizations to help plan and promote; provide funding for
such help

•

Work on finding the right balance on empowerment, which is challenging
given the range of perspectives and interests
17

Opportunities to improve stakeholder education,
engagement, and empowerment
Example: Duke Indiana
•

Cited multiple examples of where stakeholder input
influenced the process

•

Published presentations and detailed notes from
stakeholder meetings

•

Expanded IRP goals based on stakeholder input

•

Asked stakeholders what characteristics they wanted to see
in Duke Indiana’s preferred resource portfolio
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Collaboration and/or settlements; community benefits
Example: Consumers Energy proposed settlement
•

Includes terms that regulators do not have authority
to impose

•

Provides for specific stakeholder input opportunities
o Agreed to seek stakeholder review and feedback
on a new distributed generation model
o Outlines the stakeholder engagement process for
its next IRP filing

•

Agrees to utilize environmental mapping and
screening tools in the company’s next IRP filing
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Some states have updated legislation to explicitly require
regulators to consider equity issues

COLORADO

•

Washington: “Public interest explicitly includes the equitable distribution of
energy benefits and reduction of burdens to vulnerable populations and highly
impacted communities; long-term and short-term public health, economic, and
environmental benefits and the reduction of costs and risks; and energy security
and resiliency.”

•

Colorado: “The commission shall consider how to best provide equity, minimize
impacts, and prioritize benefits to disproportionately impacted communities and
address historical inequalities”

•

Maine: “Mitigate disproportionate energy burdens and other inequities of
affordability and environmental justice experienced by customers”

NOTE: For a list of states that have expanded PUC mandates beyond traditional values into areas such as equity, see R. Klee & S. Baldinger (2021), Review of State PUC
Statutory Mandates, Yale Center for Business and the Environment, commissioned by the Institute for Market Transformation.
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Explicit equity objectives from the IRP filings reviewed
Of the 26 filings reviewed, 6 or 23% cited equity issues or community impacts as an objective or goal
State of Connecticut:
Ensure energy
affordability and equity
for all ratepayers

Idaho Power Company:
Involve the public in the
planning process in a
meaningful way

DTE Energy: Lists six
principles, including
“community impact”

Minnesota Power:
Allow time for a just
transition for host
communities

Northern States Power: Minimize
adverse socioeconomic effects; Limit
the risk of adverse effects on the
utility and its customers from
financial, social, and technological
factors that the utility cannot control

Pacific Gas & Electric:
Goal of "benefiting our
customers through
innovation with a priority
on disadvantaged
communities"
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Increased transparency and new analytics may mitigate
potential biases or problematic planning assumptions
•

Tightly linked to stakeholder education, engagement, and empowerment

•

Important to seek engagement before modeling begins

•

Be transparent and seek input on planning principles, assumptions, and scenarios

•

Ask for input on data sources

•

Request feedback on new tools to use. Do so early enough in the process to
actually use the tools and consider their outputs

•

Example: Idaho Power’s energy efficiency working group and community
advisory committee which provide input on analytics
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Opportunity to improve IRP processes through a more
representative workforce
•

Underrepresentation may undermine trust in the
overall IRP process

•

Concept that representation matters, both when
gathering stakeholder input and making decisions

•

Little to no discussion in these IRP filings about
overall workforce diversity, equity, and inclusion
initiatives or goals. There were a few statements
of commitment to DEI concepts

•

Several utilities discussed the importance of a just
transition for impacted employees and
communities when closing power plants
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Intervenor funding; community engagement funding
•

A recent NARUC report finds that 16 states currently have an authorized intervenor
compensation, financing or funding program in their legislative rules and statutes, but only six
states have active programs
o Additional findings from the report are available on NARUC’s website at www.naruc.org/cpi1/innovation-webinars/.

•

Beyond direct cash funding, assistance in the form of free software licenses, training, and other
resources can also be valuable to stakeholders
o Example: Indiana Michigan developed a process to enable technical stakeholders to better
engage in the IRP modeling process (tool access, training, input data files, production files)

•

It has been suggested as a best practice to provide funding for community groups or customer
advisory boards who provide advice and assistance
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Tightening link between IRP and resource procurement
processes can help in addressing equity issues
•

Traditional IRP processes generally address customer energy needs in total without considering
specific community needs or historical inequities. Typically:
o does not address where new facilities will be located or the impacts on local communities
o does not address project selection criteria, asset ownership, or contract structure

•

Completely embedding the procurement process into the IRP process may add time and
complexity to the overall process, which could reduce options and result in either outdated
pricing, significant risk premiums, or pricing change requests

•

Some IRP processes include a “request for information” to inform the cost data to be used in the
modeling

•

Trend emerging to include more RFP information in an IRP, such as pro-forma RFP documents /
contracts and selection criteria
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Tightening link between IRP and resource procurement
processes can help in addressing equity issues
Example: PacifiCorp
•

Described its proposed RFP process in great detail

•

Included information on its proposed bid evaluation and
selection process, including an equity questionnaire

•

Followed state requirements to identify:
o benefits or burdens on highly impacted communities
and vulnerable populations
o public health impacts
o environmental impacts
o resiliency and energy security impacts
o or other information such as supplier diversity and labor
standards
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Highlights from the four IRP filings that stood out from
the rest related to discussions of equity issues
Avista identified fourteen customer

PacifiCorp established an external Equity

State of Connecticut developed

PG&E describes in its IRP how it is actively

benefit indicators to measure progress
towards ensuring all customers benefit from
the transition to clean energy

objectives that explicitly consider equity
and siting of generation resources

Advisory Group and requires all RFP bidders
to fill out an equity questionnaire

addressing the challenges of disadvantaged
and low-income communities, including
improving air quality and economic vitality
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Summary recommendations for integrating equity
into integrated resource plans
Standard disclaimer “views presented are my own and not that of DEFG, ECEE, or any other organization”:
•

Begin exploring and applying screening tools to identify at risk or vulnerable communities

•

Conduct more robust and ongoing stakeholder engagement. Ask them to describe their
preferred portfolio. Ask them to define preferred planning principles

•

Explicitly include equity issues in IRP goals and objectives. Define terms and metrics for showing
progress or success

•

Analyze and discuss how the selected resource plan may reduce burdens or deliver benefits to
at-risk or vulnerable customers or communities. Include relevant strategies in action plan.

•

Tighten the link between IRPs and procurement processes. Seek input and approval for project
selection criteria, which should include some form of impact analysis

•

Address participation barriers for at-risk customers when discussing forecasts and potential of
demand side and distributed resources
28

Questions & Discussion
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Contact(s)
Irene Dimitry
irenedimitry@gmail.com
313-682-4339
DEFG is a customer insights and advisory
firm in the utility space. Through
collaborative research, data analysis and
peer-to-peer networking, we help our
clients achieve ways to better serve their
customers.
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Additional details on select examples
discussed during the webinar
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Opportunities to improve stakeholder education,
engagement, and empowerment
Example: Duke Indiana
•

IRP document included multiple examples of where stakeholder input
influenced the process and the modeling, such as the addition of two
stakeholder-driven scenarios for modeling

•

Website has presentations and detailed notes from multiple stakeholder
meeting, including specific stakeholder comments

•

First presentation outlined 5 IRP goals and asked for input on additional
goals and metrics; goals discussion in IRP document is much richer and
credits stakeholder input for the enhancement

•

Stakeholder meetings included breakout discussions where participants
could provide direct input on what characteristics they wanted to see in
Duke Indiana’s preferred resource portfolio
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Collaboration and/or settlements; community benefits
Example: Consumers Energy proposed settlement
•

Includes terms that regulators do not have authority to impose (e.g.,
donation of $5 initially and then $2M annually for a low-income fund)

•

Provides for specific stakeholder input opportunities
o Agreed to seek stakeholder review and feedback on a new
distributed generation model prior to the next IRP
o Section 18 details a stakeholder engagement process addressing
topics such as translation services for recordings and written
materials, live interpreters at meetings, working with communitybased organizations to plan and promote meetings, and including
customer comments and company responses in its next IRP filing

•

Agrees to utilize environmental mapping and screening tools in the
company’s next IRP filing
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Avista was among the four
IRP filings that stood out
from the rest on equity issues
In consultation with advisory groups,
customers, stakeholders, and its equity
advisory group, Avista identified fourteen
Customer Benefit Indicators to measure
progress towards ensuring all customers
benefit from the transition to clean energy
Special emphasis was placed on those
individuals located in Named Communities to
help ensure the equitable distribution of
benefits
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PacifiCorp was among
the four IRP filings that
stood out from the rest
on equity issues
Included information on its proposed
bid evaluation and selection process,
including a non-price scorecard and
an equity questionnaire
Bidders are required to self score the
non-price factors and provide data
for the equity questionnaire
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The State of Connecticut’s IRP was among the four IRP
filings that stood out from the rest on equity issues

Connecticut’s Department of
Energy and Environmental
Protection developed and IRP
with objectives that explicitly
consider equity and siting of
generation resources
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PG&E was among the four IRP filings that stood out
from the rest on equity issues
PG&E’s IRP describes a broad array of programs
that are designed to improve both the air quality
and the economic vitality of disadvantaged and
low-income communities in the company’s
service territory
Shown here is an excerpt of a 7-page table that
details PG&E’s programs, pilots, and
investments for disadvantaged communities
(DAC), as well as PG&E’s income qualified
programs, pilots, and investments
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Recommended reading for stakeholder
strategies related to IRPs
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Key source for slides describing the IRP process
Integrated-ResourcePlan-Support-Package.pdf
(cityrenewables.org)
Authors: Celina Bonugli
and Heidi Ratz
2021
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Key source outlining equity challenges within
traditional IRP processes and how to address them
Participating in Power:
How to Read and
Respond to Integrated
Resource Plans (imt.org)
Authors: Jake Duncan
and Julia Eagles, IMT;
David Farnsworth, John
Shenot, and Jessica
Shipley, RAP
2021
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